
TERRELL & JARIUS  
ABOUT US 

We are Terrell and Jarius! We are 25-year old Gay Dads who

are happily raising our two children in Atlanta, Ga. We have

become an inspiration to many by showing everyone that the

life you dream of can be a reality if you work for it. By the age of

22 years old, we completed undergraduate, became

homeowners, and successfully conceived our first child via

surrogacy. Unfortunately, we lost her to miscarriage at 20

weeks gestation. Despite suffering such a tragic loss, we turned

our negative situation into a positive one! We kept trying and in

2017, we surprised family and friends by debuting our kids at

our wedding reception.  

 

In March 2018, we launched our popular YouTube channel and

quickly realized our influence potential. Our story resonates

with a large audience and our fans trust our advice and support

our recommendations. We partner with brands who support

our community and who have products we believe in.  

SERVICES & PACKAGES
Our reach extends through very diverse but key markets. For

example, we are able to relate to Parents, Travelers, Millennials,

African Americans, Men, Women, and The LGBTQ Community,

etc. This allows us to maximize influence for every company we

partner with. 

GOLD PACKAGES 
Custom Campaigns - Email for details

Multiple Instagram Posts - Email for details

Custom YouTube Campaign - Email for details

Speaking Engagements - Email for Details 

SILVER PACKAGES 
(1) YouTube Post + (1) Instagram Post- $1,500

(1) Platform Post (Any) + Instagram Story - $00

(1) Platform Post (Any) + (1) Blog Post to Website - $900

Product Reviews - Email for Details

BRONZE PACKAGES
(1) Post to Instagram - $750

(1) YouTube Video Integration - $1,000

(1) Instagram Stories  - $500 

(1) FB or Twitter Post - $350



NOTABLE CAMPAIGNS

P.O. BOX 1771 Red Oak, Ga 30272 

terrellandjarius@gmail.com • www.terrellandjarius.com

TARGET

Gillette

Pampers

SOCIAL STATS STATS

100k+ views per month (YT) 

2% engagement rate (IG) 

15k subs in 6 months (YT) 

4.5% engagement rate (FB) 

STATISTICS

2.3k+ 255.00 160k+ 15k 

We created a post to highlight Gillette's new personalized razor
handles just in time for Father's Day.

We partnered with Target to create a custom campaign that
highlighted a shopping trip to Target from our kids perspective

to help launch their 2019 Baby Line.  

Created a video to showcase the lengths parents go through to
entertain their children while changing their diapers. 

Audience
64% women 
36% Men 
46% Age 18-24 
26% Age 25-34 
11% 35-44


